The paradox
Normally, pain is felt when signals generated by noxious stimuli in thinly myelinated Ad-or unmyelinated C-nociceptive afferents reach a conscious brain. We propose that the intrinsic innervation of teeth may be a unique exception. Teeth are densely innervated by primary sensory neurons located in the trigeminal ganglion (TRG). There are many Ad-and C-fibers in the tooth pulp, with the Ad axons ending mostly in the inner third of the dentinal tubules and the C-fibers ending mostly in the pulp itself [5, 6, 16, 21, 34, 36] . This, coupled with the fact that tooth pulp stimulation primarily evokes pain, has lead to the doctrine that Ad-and C-nociceptors dominate intrinsic tooth innervation. Among the few Ab-fibers present, some might be nociceptive [12] , but most are thought to be low-threshold mechanoreceptors (LTMs) that subserve ''prepain,'' the nonpainful tingling reported when the tooth crown is stimulated electrically at liminal current strength [13, 47] .
However, as most dental patients can testify, weak mechanical stimuli such as air puffs and water spray evoke intense pain when directed at exposed dentin [10] . As these stimuli do not activate nociceptors or evoke pain on skin or gingiva, there must be something different about teeth. Is mechanically evoked dentinal pain indeed due to impulses in afferent nociceptors?
A novel solution
It has been proposed that in the presence of tooth pathology such as dental caries, nociceptive endings become sensitized [5, 45] . The sensitized nociceptor theory, however, is problematic. In the skin, inflammation causes Ad-and C-nociceptors to become sensitized to heat stimuli, but much less so to weak tactile stimuli [1, 3] . Inflamed tooth pulp afferents also undergo sensitization to thermal stimuli and there is at least some evidence of increased sensitivity to tactile stimuli [5, 34] . But even if inflammation does trigger sensitization of tooth pulp afferents this does not solve the problem. Noninflamed dentin is frequently exposed when healthy teeth to are prepared as anchors for dental bridge work, and it is highly sensitive. Tactile sensitivity is especially prominent when the ''dentinal smear layer'' left by drilling is removed [8, 10] .
Another potential solution comes from the hydrodynamic theory. This holds that force applied at the top of dentinal tubules is transmitted to the sensory transduction apparatus deep inside by mechanical displacement (flow) of the fluid filling the tubule [4, 48] . Although this is undoubtedly true, fluid transmission in itself should not amplify the force, making it strong enough to activate nociceptive endings. In principle, amplification could occur as in hydraulic brakes, where modest force applied to the brake pedal (over a long distance) generates a large force on the brake disks (over a short distance). This analogy is conceivable when the dentin is softened by phosphoric acid etching [8] . But in freshly exposed dentin, afferent endings reside in tiny tubules in a rigid matrix. Moderate force applied with probes larger than the tubule's diameter (microns) should not move fluid and hence should not be felt at all. Fluid pressure from air puffs or water spray, of course, is freely conveyed to sensory endings within the tubules.
A third proposed solution to the paradox is that odontoblasts, rather than nociceptive sensory endings, respond to weak mechanical displacements and that these secondarily activate the nociceptive endings through a coupling mechanism, perhaps chemical, that does not require force amplification [30] .
We offer a radically different explanation. Briefly, we propose that many dentinal afferents are not nociceptors at all, but rather LTMs. Most are probably A-fibers, but low-threshold C-fibers [46] could also contribute. This hypothesis does not require receptor sensitization, force amplification or sui generis forms of stimulus-afferent coupling. Air puffs and modest water pressure are fully capable of activating normal LTMs. As proof, they evoke a tactile sensation when applied to the gingiva and skin. Our hypothesis is also consistent with the hydrodynamic theory. However, it leaves a key question unsolved. How could activation of LTMs in the dentin evoke pain?
Tooth pulp afferents
Within the pulp of permanent teeth in experimental animals and humans, 70-90% of axons are devoid of myelin, and most of the remainder seem to be Ad-nociceptors [6, 16, 21] . But notwithstanding their appearance within the pulp, the parent axons of most pulp afferents are myelinated and have a large diameter and rapid conduction velocity at their point of entry into the tooth [5, 7, 29, 33, 36, 48] . These observations suggest that in teeth, at least in the types sampled, most dental afferents branch, taper, and lose
